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Abstract
Searches in ep collisions for heavy excited fermions have been performed with
the ZEUS detector at HERA. Excited states of electrons and quarks have been
searched for in e+p collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 300GeV using an
integrated luminosity of 47.7 pb−1. Excited electrons have been sought via the
decays e∗ → eγ, e∗ → eZ and e∗ → νW . Excited quarks have been sought via
the decays q∗ → qγ and q∗ → qW . A search for excited neutrinos decaying via
ν∗ → νγ, ν∗ → νZ and ν∗ → eW is presented using e−p collisions at 318GeV
centre-of-mass energy, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 16.7 pb−1.
No evidence for any excited fermion is found, and limits on the characteristic
couplings are derived for masses . 250GeV.
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1 Introduction
The large number of quarks and leptons in the Standard Model suggests the possibility
that they may be composite particles, consisting of combinations of more fundamental
entities. The observation of excited states of quarks or leptons would be a clear signal
that these particles are composite rather than elementary. At the electron1-proton collider
HERA, excited electrons, quarks and neutrinos (e∗, q∗, ν∗) with masses up to the kinematic
limit of 318GeV could be produced directly via t-channel exchange of a gauge boson as
shown in Fig. 1: for e∗, via γ/Z exchange; for q∗, via γ/Z/W exchange; and for ν∗, via
W exchange. Once produced, the excited fermion (F ∗) decays into a known fermion and
a gauge boson.
This paper reports on searches for excited electrons and quarks in e+p collisions and for
excited neutrinos in e−p collisions at HERA. From 1994 to 1997, the HERA collider op-
erated with positron and proton energies of 27.5GeV and 820GeV, respectively, resulting
in a centre-of-mass energy of 300GeV. A total of 47.7 pb−1 of data were collected in the
ZEUS detector during this period. This corresponds to a ﬁve-fold increase in statistics over
the previously published ZEUS search with e+p data [1]. A search for excited fermions
based on 37 pb−1 of e+p data has been reported recently by the H1 collaboration [2]. In
1998 and 1999, the collider operated with e− and with an increased proton energy of
920GeV, resulting in a centre-of-mass energy of 318GeV. The data collected with the
ZEUS detector during this period correspond to an integrated luminosity of 16.7 pb−1,
leading to a 30-fold increase in statistics over the previous ZEUS publication with e−p
data [3].
2 Phenomenological model
It is convenient to choose a speciﬁc phenomenological model to quantify the experimental
sensitivity which, for a narrow resonance, depends only on its mass and decay angular
distribution. The most commonly used model [4,5,6] is based on the assumptions that the
excited fermions have spin and isospin 1/2 and both left-handed, F ∗L, and right-handed
components, F ∗R, are in weak isodoublets. The Lagrangian describes the transitions be-
tween known fermions, FL, and excited states:
LF ∗F = 1
Λ
F¯ ∗R σ
µν
[
g f
~τ
2
∂µ ~Wν + g
′ f ′
Y
2
∂µBν + gs fs
λa
2
∂µG
a
ν
]
FL + h.c. , (1)
where Λ is the compositeness scale; ~Wν , Bν and G
a
ν are the SU(2), U(1) and SU(3)
ﬁelds; ~τ , Y and λa are the corresponding gauge-group generators; and g, g′ and gs are the
1 Throughout this paper, “electron” is used generically to refer to e+ as well as e−.
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coupling constants. The free parameters f , f ′ and fs are weight factors associated with
the three gauge groups and depend on the speciﬁc dynamics describing the compositeness.
For an excited fermion to be observable, Λ must be ﬁnite and at least one of f , f ′ and
fs must be non-zero. By assuming relations between f , f
′ and fs, the branching ratios of
the excited-fermion decays can be ﬁxed, and the cross section depends only on f/Λ.
For excited electrons, the conventional relation f = f ′ is adopted. The dominant con-
tribution to e∗ production is t-channel γ exchange, in which roughly 50% of the excited
electrons would be produced elastically [4].
For excited quarks, f = f ′ is also adopted. There are stringent limits on fs in q
∗ produc-
tion from the Tevatron [7]. In this paper, fs is set to zero, and the HERA sensitivity to
the electroweak couplings f and f ′ is exploited. Under this assumption, q∗ production via
qg fusion vanishes and q∗ does not decay into qg. Furthermore, a single mass-degenerate
doublet (u∗, d∗) is assumed, so that the production cross-section arises from both u- and
d-quark excitations.
Since excited-neutrino production requires W exchange, the cross section for Mν∗ >
200GeV in e−p collisions is two orders of magnitude higher than that in e+p. There-
fore, e−p reactions oﬀer much greater sensitivity for the ν∗ search than e+p reactions. In
this paper, two very diﬀerent assumptions are contrasted: the ﬁrst uses f = f ′, so that
the photonic decay of the ν∗ is forbidden; the second uses f = −f ′, so that all ν∗ decays
into νγ, νZ and eW are allowed.
3 Experimental setup
A detailed description of the ZEUS detector can be found elsewhere [8]. A brief outline
of the components that are most relevant for this analysis is given below.
Charged particles were tracked in the central tracking detector (CTD) [9], which oper-
ates in a magnetic ﬁeld of 1.43T provided by a thin superconducting coil. The CTD
consists of 72 cylindrical drift-chamber layers, organized in 9 superlayers covering the
polar-angle2 region 15◦ < θ < 164◦. The transverse-momentum resolution for full-length
tracks is σ(pT )/pT = 0.0058pT ⊕ 0.0065⊕ 0.0014/pT , with pT in GeV.
The high-resolution uranium–scintillator calorimeter (CAL) [10] consists of three parts:
2 The ZEUS coordinate system is a right-handed Cartesian system, with the Z axis pointing in the
proton beam direction, referred to as the “forward direction”, and the X axis pointing left towards
the centre of HERA. The coordinate origin is at the nominal interaction point. The pseudorapidity
is defined as η = − ln (tan θ
2
)
, where the polar angle, θ, is measured with respect to the proton beam
direction. The azimuthal angle is denoted by φ.
2
the forward (FCAL), the barrel (BCAL) and the rear (RCAL) calorimeters. The calorime-
ters are subdivided transversely into towers, each of which subtends solid angles ranging
from 0.006 to 0.04 steradians. Each tower is longitudinally segmented into one electro-
magnetic (EMC) section and either one (in RCAL) or two (in BCAL and FCAL) hadronic
sections (HAC). Each HAC section consists of a single cell, while the EMC section of each
tower is further subdivided transversely into four cells (two in RCAL). The CAL energy
resolutions, as measured under test-beam conditions, are σ(E)/E = 0.18/
√
E for elec-
trons and σ(E)/E = 0.35/
√
E for hadrons (E in GeV). The arrival time of CAL energy
deposits is measured with sub-nanosecond resolution for energy deposits above 4.5 GeV,
allowing the rejection of non-ep background.
The luminosity was measured using the Bethe-Heitler reaction ep → epγ [11]. The re-
sulting small-angle energetic photons were measured by the luminosity monitor, a lead-
scintillator calorimeter placed in the HERA tunnel at Z = −107m.
A three-level trigger was used to select events online. The trigger criteria rely primarily
on the energies deposited in the calorimeter. Timing cuts were used to reject beam-gas
interactions and cosmic rays.
4 Monte Carlo simulation
The Monte Carlo (MC) event generator HEXF [12], based on the model of Hagiwara
et al. [4], was used to simulate the excited-fermion signals. Initial-state radiation from
the beam electron is included using the Weizsa¨cker-Williams approximation [13], and the
hadronic ﬁnal state is simulated using the matrix-element and parton-shower (MEPS)
model of LEPTO 6.1 [14] for the QCD cascade and JETSET 7.4 [15] for the hadronisation.
The program DJANGO6 2.4 [16] was used to simulate backgrounds from neutral and
charged current deep inelastic scattering (NC and CC DIS). The hadronic ﬁnal state
was simulated using the colour-dipole model as implemented in ARIADNE 4.08 [17]
for the QCD cascade. The MEPS model was used to evaluate systematic uncertain-
ties (see Section 7). Backgrounds from elastic and quasi-elastic QED-Compton scattering
were simulated using COMPTON 2.0 [18]. Resolved and direct photoproduction (PHP)
backgrounds were simulated with the HERWIG 5.9 [19] generator. PYTHIA 5.7 [20]
was used to simulate backgrounds from the photoproduction of prompt photons. The
EPVEC 1.0 [21] program was used to simulate W production.
All simulated events were passed through a detector simulation based on GEANT 3.13 [22]
and were processed with the same reconstruction and analysis programs as used for the
data.
3
5 Event selection
The selection used the following kinematic variables and particle-identiﬁcation criteria:
• the scalar sum of the transverse energy deposited in the CAL, ET ;
• the vector sum of the transverse energy deposited in the CAL (missing transverse
momentum), 6Pt;
• the diﬀerence between the total energy and the longitudinal momentum deposited
in the CAL, δ =
∑
iEi(1 − cos θi), where the energies of individual CAL cells are
denoted by Ei and the angles θi are estimated from the geometric cell centres and the
event vertex. For ﬁnal states where no energy is lost through the rear beam-hole, the
nominal value of δ should equal twice the electron-beam energy (2Ee = 55GeV);
• an identiﬁed electromagnetic (EM) cluster, which was required to have a minimum
transverse energy (EEMT ) of 10GeV and a polar angle of θEM < 2 rad. If the polar
angle of the cluster was less than 0.3 rad, the threshold was raised to EEMT > 30GeV.
An electromagnetic cluster was called “isolated” if the sum of the CAL energy not
associated with this cluster but within an η − φ cone of radius 0.8 centered on the
cluster was less than 2GeV;
– an EM cluster was identiﬁed as a photon candidate if no track measured by the
CTD extrapolated to within 50 cm of the cluster;
– an EM cluster was identiﬁed as an electron candidate if it had a track with a
momentum greater than 5GeV that extrapolated to within 10 cm of the cluster.
If its polar angle was less than 0.3 rad, the cluster was not required to have a
matching track; such clusters may also be photon candidates;
• the following variables were calculated using CAL cells but excluding those with polar
angles below 10◦, to avoid a contribution from the proton remnant:
– the total invariant mass, M ;
– the hadronic invariant mass, Mhad, and transverse energy, EhadT , calculated exclud-
ing those CAL cells belonging to electron or photon candidates;
– a second missing-transverse-momentum variable, 6Pt(θ > 10◦).
To reduce the non-ep background, the reconstructed Z position of the interaction vertex
was required to be within ±50 cm of the nominal interaction point. In addition, pattern-
recognition algorithms were used to suppress non-ep backgrounds such as cosmic rays and
beam-halo muons.
In the following, the selection criteria [1, 3] used for the diﬀerent decay modes are listed.
These criteria were obtained from MC studies of signals and backgrounds with the goal
of optimising sensitivities. Table 1 contains an overview of the decays.
4
5.1 Search for e∗ production
The criteria used to select excited-electron candidates decaying into each of the four ﬁnal
states listed below are as follows:
a) e∗ → eγ:
• two isolated EM clusters, EM1 and EM2, each with EEMT > 30GeV;
• if both clusters are within the CTD acceptance, then one and only one of them was
required to have a matching track;
• 35 < δ < 65GeV;
• θEM1 + θEM2 < 2.5 rad.
b) e∗ → νW → νq′q¯:
• 6Pt > 25GeV and 6Pt(θ > 10◦) > 20GeV;
• 10 < δ < 50GeV;
• either EhadT > 50GeV and Mhad > 60GeV, or EhadT > 80GeV and Mhad > 40GeV;
• events with an isolated electron were rejected.
c) e∗ → eZ → eqq¯:
• an electron3 with EEMT > 25GeV;
• 35 < δ < 65GeV;
• either EhadT > 60GeV and Mhad > 80GeV, or EhadT > 80GeV and Mhad > 40GeV;
• 0.8 < M/MeZ < 1.2, where MeZ is the electron-Z invariant mass deﬁned in Section 6.
d) e∗ → eZ → eνν¯:
• an isolated electron;
• 6Pt > 20GeV;
• cos(φe − φhad) > −0.95 if EhadT > 2GeV, where φe and φhad are the azimuthal angles
of the electron and the hadronic system4, respectively;
• 6Pt/ET > 0.4.
5.2 Search for q∗ production
The following selection criteria were used for the excited-quark search:
a) q∗ → qγ:
3 Since, in this channel, the electron can be close to a hadronic jet when the e∗ mass is close to that of
the Z, the electron was not required to be isolated.
4 This cut rejects background from NC DIS events where the hadronic system balances the scattered
electron back-to-back in φ.
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• an isolated photon with EEMT > 20GeV and θEM < 1.2 rad;
• EhadT > 40GeV.
b) q∗ → qW → qeν:
• an isolated electron with EEMT > 15GeV;
• 6Pt > 18GeV;
• cos(φe − φhad) > −0.95;
• EhadT > 5GeV.
5.3 Search for ν∗ production
The following cuts were applied to select excited neutrinos decaying into the three ﬁnal
states listed below:
a) ν∗ → νγ:
• an isolated photon with EEMT > 20GeV;
• 6Pt > 25GeV;
• ET > 50GeV;
• δ < 45GeV.
b) ν∗ → νZ → νqq¯:
• the same cuts as used for e∗ → νW → νq′q¯ were applied.
c) ν∗ → eW → eq′q¯:
• the same cuts as used for e∗ → eZ → eqq¯ were applied, except that the cut onM/MeZ
was replaced by the cut 0.9 < M/MeW < 1.2, where MeW is the electron-W invariant
mass deﬁned in the next section.
6 Mass reconstruction of excited fermions
To improve the mass resolution, three kinematic constraints could be applied:
• the transverse momentum of the excited fermion was assumed to be zero. This was
used except for ν∗ → νγ;
• the longitudinal-momentum variable, δ, of the excited fermion’s decay products was
set to twice the electron-beam energy, the value expected when all decay products are
observed. This assumption is less justiﬁed for decays of ν∗ and q∗ than for e∗, leading
to worse resolutions for ν∗ and q∗. Therefore, in the two cases ν∗ → νγ and q∗ → qγ,
this constraint was not used;
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• in all decays involving a ﬁnal-state W or Z, the mass of their decay products was
constrained to be the mass of the respective boson.
For e∗ → eγ, the electron-photon invariant mass was determined by the double-angle
method [23] as
M2eγ = (2Ee)
2
(
sin θγ
1− cos θγ
)(
sin θe
1− cos θe
)
,
where θe and θγ are the polar angles of the electron and photon, respectively.
For q∗ → qγ, the qγ invariant mass was obtained from
M2qγ = 2E
2
γ
sin θγ
sin θhad
[
1− cos(θγ + θhad)
]
,
where Eγ and θhad are the energy of the photon and the polar angle of the hadronic
system, respectively.
For ν∗ → νγ, the mass of the excited neutrino was determined from the invariant mass
of the photon and the neutrino. The four-momentum of the neutrino was obtained using
energy-momentum conservation.
For the excited-fermion decays to a fermion and a heavy vector boson, F ∗ → FV , the
mass was reconstructed using the energy and longitudinal momentum of the two decay
products:
M2FV = 2Ee(E
F + pFZ + E
V + pVZ ) .
By using the relation
(EV − pVZ )(EV + pVZ ) =M2V + (EF − pFZ)(EF + pFZ) ,
the formula can be written as
M2FV = 2Ee
2Ee(E
F + pFZ) +M
2
V
2Ee − (EF − pFZ)
.
For e∗ → eZ → eqq¯, e∗ → eZ → eνν¯ and ν∗ → eW → eq′q¯, the ﬁnal-state electron energy
and polar angle were used to obtain EF and pFZ .
For q∗ → qW → qeν, EF and pFZ were obtained using the CAL cells with polar angle
θ > 10◦, excluding those belonging to the electron.
For e∗ → νW → νq′q¯ and ν∗ → νZ → νqq¯, the neutrino variables were obtained from the
hadronic system using the relations EF − pFZ = 2Ee − δ and EF + pFZ = 6P 2t /(2Ee − δ).
The Gaussian mass resolutions and the overall eﬃciencies after all selection cuts are listed
in Table 2 for excited fermions with masses of 125 and 250GeV.
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7 Systematic uncertainties
The most important sources of systematic uncertainty were:
• the theoretical uncertainty on the production cross-section due to radiative correc-
tions to the excited-fermion production model and to the uncertainties on the parton
densities in the proton was taken to be 8%, as determined from an earlier study [3];
• the acceptance was determined using a simulation of spin-1/2 excited fermions. To
estimate the eﬀect of models assuming other spin states, the variation of the accep-
tance was evaluated by changing the nominal decay-angle distribution5 to an isotropic
one [3]. The variation was typically 5% or less;
• the energy scale of the calorimeter was varied by ±3%, leading to uncertainties in the
excited-fermion eﬃciency of at most 3%;
• the uncertainty on the measured integrated luminosity of the 1994–1997 e+p data
sample was 1.6% and that of the 1998–1999 e−p data sample was 1.8%.
8 Results
The number of observed events and the expected background for each channel are shown
in Table 1. No signiﬁcant excess of events is observed. The distributions of the invariant
mass are compared6 in Figs. 2 and 3 with the expected backgrounds for e∗, q∗ and ν∗. No
evidence for a resonance is seen.
Since there is no evidence for excited fermions, upper limits at 95% conﬁdence level on
f/Λ were derived. A Bayesian technique with the prior ﬂat in (f/Λ)2 was used. The limit
on ξ = f/Λ was given as the solution to 0.95
∫
∞
0
dξ2L = ∫ ξ2lim
0
dξ2L where
L(ξ) =
∞∫
0
dγ
1√
2πσγ
exp
−(γ − 1)2
2σ2γ
∏
c
{
p (Nc, γ(Sc(ξ) +Bc))
Nc∏
i=1
(
sc(Mic, ξ) + bc(Mic)
Sc(ξ) +Bc
)}
.
Here c labels the decay channel, Nc denotes the number of events observed in that channel
and Mic is the reconstructed mass of the i-th observed event. The probability to observe
n events in a Poisson process with mean λ is denoted p(n, λ). The expected reconstructed
mass spectra for signal and background in channel c are denoted by sc and bc respectively.
The number of expected signal events is given by Sc(ξ) =
∫
dMsc(M, ξ) and the expected
5 For F ∗ → Fγ, for example, the nominal distribution is (1+cos θ∗), where θ∗ is the polar angle between
the incoming and outgoing fermions in the F ∗ rest frame.
6 Only channels with more than ten candidate events are shown.
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background is given by Bc =
∫
dMbc(M). Systematic uncertainties were taken into
account by integration over γ, which has a Gaussian distribution with mean 1 and width
σγ = 0.123. The systematic uncertainties degrade the limits by at most 4%.
The spectra of reconstructed mass, M , for the signals is calculated as
sc(M, ξ) = L
∞∫
0
dM˜σnwa(M˜, ξ)
2M˜MF ∗Γ(
M˜2 −M2F ∗
)2
+ (MF ∗Γ)
2
βc(M˜)εc(M˜)Dc(M, M˜)
where L is the integrated luminosity, M˜ denotes the true mass of the produced excited
fermion and MF ∗ and Γ are the pole mass and the width. The total cross section in the
narrow-width approximation is denoted σnwa. The functions βc(M˜) and εc(M˜) respectively
label the branching ratio and the detector acceptance for decay channel c. Detector
resolution was described by the function Dc(M, M˜) which gives the probability density
in M for events with true mass M˜ , as obtained by a ﬁt to simulated signal events. The
function Dc(M, M˜) is a linear combination of a Gaussian in M with mean M0 and a
function of the form [(exp(α(M −M0)) + exp(−β(M −M0))]−1 with α and β positive.
The latter function accounts for the tails of the mass spectrum.
Figure 4 shows limits on σ×BR under the assumption of a vanishing width. In this case
sc(M, ξ) reduces to Lσnwa(MF ∗ , ξ)βc(MF ∗)εc(MF ∗)Dc(M,MF ∗). The limits were obtained
using ARIADNE, the hadronisation model that gives the background estimate leading
to the more conservative limits. The alternative choice of MEPS would have resulted in
limits up to 12.5% more stringent.
Next, using the model [4,5,6] discussed in Section 2 to calculate the natural width Γ and
the method described above, 95% conﬁdence-level upper limits on f/Λ as a function of
mass were calculated for excited electrons, quarks and neutrinos, shown in Fig. 5.
By assuming f/Λ = 1/MF ∗ and f = f
′, excited fermions were excluded in the mass
intervals from 100 up to 228GeV for e∗, 205GeV for q∗, and 135GeV for ν∗. For f = −f ′,
excited neutrinos were excluded up to 158GeV.
The exclusion limits on f/Λ are compared with corresponding direct limits from LEP
experiments [24,25] in Fig. 5. The corresponding H1 limits on e∗ and q∗ [2] are comparable
to those presented here. As seen in Fig. 5, the ZEUS limits extend to signiﬁcantly higher
masses than those of LEP. The present limits on f/Λ for q∗ constrain the electroweak q∗
couplings and are complementary to the limits on fs set by CDF [7], which constrain the
strong q∗ coupling.
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9 Conclusions
A search for heavy excited electrons which decay into eγ, eZ or νW has been performed
using 47.7 pb−1 of e+p data at a centre-of-mass energy of 300GeV collected with the ZEUS
detector at HERA during 1994 to 1997. There is no evidence for a narrow resonance
decaying to any of the ﬁnal states considered here. Upper limits at 95% conﬁdence level
on σ × BR and f/Λ have been derived. Assuming f/Λ = 1/Me∗ and f = f ′, excited
electrons are excluded in the mass range 100GeV to 228GeV.
The same data sample has been used to search for heavy excited quarks decaying to qγ
or qW . No evidence is found for such resonances, so that exclusion limits have been set.
Assuming f/Λ = 1/Mq∗ , f = f
′ and fs = 0, excited quarks are excluded in the mass
range 100GeV to 205GeV.
A search for heavy excited neutrinos which decay into νγ, νZ or eW has been performed
using 16.7 pb−1 of e−p data at a centre-of-mass energy of 318GeV collected in 1998 and
1999. No resonance has been observed, and upper limits on σ × BR and f/Λ have been
derived. Assuming f/Λ = 1/Mν∗ and f = f
′ (f = −f ′), excited neutrinos are excluded
in the mass range 100GeV to 135 (158)GeV.
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Decay Mode Background Data Predicted
processes background
e∗ → eγ NC, QED-Compton 18 20.1± 1.2
e∗ → νW → νq′q¯ CC DIS, PHP 13 13.9± 1.1
e∗ → eZ → eqq¯ NC DIS 32 32.9± 1.1
e∗ → eZ → eνν¯ NC DIS, W, CC DIS 1 4.1± 0.6
q∗ → qγ Prompt γ, PHP, NC DIS 11 19.0± 1.9
q∗ → qW → qeν NC DIS, W, CC DIS 4 4.1± 0.6
ν∗ → νγ CC DIS 2 1.5± 0.2
ν∗ → νZ → νqq¯ CC DIS, PHP 16 13.5± 0.6
ν∗ → eW → eq′q¯ NC DIS 20 15.0± 1.3
Table 1: The excited-fermion decay modes, main backgrounds and numbers of
events that pass the selection criteria for the different channels compared with the
Monte Carlo background predictions. The abbreviations of the background processes
are defined in the text. The e∗ and q∗ results are from 47.7 pb−1 of e+p data and
the ν∗ results are from 16.7 pb−1 of e−p data. The uncertainties on the background
predictions are statistical only.
Decay Mode Resolution (GeV) Eﬃciency (%)
125GeV 250GeV 125GeV 250GeV
e∗ → eγ 1.0 2.2 66 78
e∗ → νW → νq′q¯ 5.1 9.5 48 50
e∗ → eZ → eqq¯ 3.3 6.0 27 52
e∗ → eZ → eνν¯ 3.3 8.2 58 82
q∗ → qγ 4.7 9.1 55 67
q∗ → qW → qeν 7.6 19.0 46 38
ν∗ → νγ 5.6 5.3 55 61
ν∗ → νZ → νqq¯ 8.3 17.2 39 66
ν∗ → eW → eq′q¯ 14.4 15.3 49 51
Table 2: Gaussian mass resolutions and selection efficiencies for excited fermions
with masses of 125 and 250GeV .
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Figure 1: Diagrams considered for the production of (a) excited electrons, (b)
excited quarks and (c) excited neutrinos in ep collisions, with their decays into a
known fermion and a gauge boson.
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Figure 2: Invariant-mass distributions for (a) e∗ → eγ, (b) e∗ → νW → νq′q¯ and
(c) e∗ → eZ → eqq¯. Examples of e∗ signals are shown as the dashed histograms
(arbitrary normalisation) to illustrate the mass resolution.
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Figure 3: Invariant-mass distributions for (a) q∗ → qγ, (b) ν∗ → νZ → νqq¯
and (c) ν∗ → eW → eq′q¯. Examples of q∗ and ν∗ signals are shown as the dashed
histograms (arbitrary normalisation) to illustrate the mass resolution.
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Figure 4: Upper limits at 95% confidence level on the production cross section
times the branching ratio as a function of the excited-fermion mass for (a) e∗ → eγ,
e∗ → νW , e∗ → eZ, (b) q∗ → qγ, q∗ → qW and (c) ν∗ → νγ, ν∗ → eW , ν∗ → νZ.
In all cases, the areas above the lines are excluded.
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Figure 5: Upper limits at 95% confidence level on the coupling f/Λ as a function
of the excited-fermion mass for (a) excited electrons assuming f = f ′, (b) excited
quarks assuming f = f ′, fs = 0, (c) excited neutrinos assuming f = f
′ and (d)
excited neutrinos assuming f = −f ′. The solid curves result from combining all
channels. The dotted lines are the limits from L3 [24] and DELPHI [25]. The
DELPHI limit on q∗ was derived assuming BR(q∗ → qγ) = 1. In all cases, the
areas above the lines are excluded.
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